
Compass Stroke and Brain Injury Persona: 
Supporting Resources
The Stroke and Brain Injury Pageset is the first comprehensive communication Pageset designed to 
address the unique language needs of individuals with aphasia. Designed through extensive research, 
field-testing, and customer insight, it provides an unmatched solution for those who have had a stroke, 
brain injury, or other condition resulting in aphasia. 

Supporting Resources
When you create a “myTobiiDynavox” account, you will have access to a variety of free resources specific to the Stroke and Brain Injury 
Pageset including evaluation ideas, therapy ideas, and goal writing.  Let’s take a look! 

This pageset is designed to take advantage of 
the skills of someone with aphasia as well as 
meet their communication needs. We do this by 
providing tools that they are familiar with like a 
whiteboard, rating scale or a keyboard. There 
are also phrases and words that allow them to 
participate in activities they enjoy. 

Find it on mytobiidynavox.com!
Under Support > Resources > Evaluation Tools > Evaluation Activities 

The Stroke & Brain Injury Evaluation Activities include:

• Step-by-step directions for setting up the Tobii Dynavox  
Compass device or app before the evaluation

• Scripts to use to explain the activity and/or communication 
tools

• Activities that are focused around familiar and important topics 

• Suggestions for providing assistance

• Checkboxes to record responses
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Find it on mytobiidynavox.com!  
Under Support > Resources > Ideas for Therapy & Everyday Use  
> Lesson Plans > First Steps for Individuals with Stroke & Brain Injury

Find it on mytobiidynavox.com!  
Under Support > Resources > Videos > Stroke and Brain Injury

Find it on mytobiidynavox.com!
Under Support > Resources > AAC Goal Writing  > Goals Grids

Find it on mytobiidynavox.com!
Under Support > Resources > Evaluation Tools  > Evaluation Activities

Stroke & Brain Injury Therapy Plans

The Stroke and Brain Injury Therapy Plans are a series of easy to 
use activities to explore the Communication Tools in this pageset. 
Each activity idea includes functional and practical instruction 
moving from basic communication routines to activities that 
support more complex communication interactions.

Video tutorials

Video tutorials can be found on both the device under Help, on 
the Levels menu or online at myTobiiDynavox.com. These tutorials 
provide an overview of the Pageset, description and use of the 
Communication Tools and how to customize the tools. 

Stroke & Brain Injury Communication Goals Grid

The first step after completing an evaluation is writing 
appropriate goals. The Stroke & Brain Injury Communication 
Goals Grid serves as a guide to suggest goals for individuals 
using the Stroke and Brain Injury Persona. It is designed 
to facilitate gains in meaningful, everyday communication 
using this Pageset and other Communication Tools including 
natural speech.

SABIP Trial Guide

This guide provides activities designed to support learning the 
communication tools available in the Stroke and Brain Injury 
Pageset. It is optimized for recording use and progress during a 
trial period with a funding guide at the end. Each activity includes 
a checklist for preparation, learning and follow up. 

Stroke & Brain Injury Therapy Plans

First Steps With YourTobii Dynavox Compass

Welcome to a series of easy-to-use therapy plans 

designed to help you begin using the Tobii Dynavox 

Compass software. These Therapy Plans explore 

the multiple communication tools available in the 

Stroke and Brain Injury Persona, while providing 

functional and practical instruction along the way. 

Begin with basic communication routines while 

moving to activities that support more complex 

communication interactions. 

Use the Stroke & Brain Injury Communication 

Goals Grid in conjunction with these therapy plans 

to identify appropriate goals and monitor progress.
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Find it on mytobiidynavox.com!
Under Resources > Understanding Compass > Communication 
Tools by Pageset

Find it on mytobiidynavox.com!
Under Support > Resources > Ideas for Therapy and Use  
> Ideas for Using Compass > Ideas for Adults

SABIP Communication Tools and System Levels Visual

The Stroke & Brain Injury Communication Tools and System Level 
resource provides a simple visual to describe the System Levels, 
the step-by-step system within the pageset designed to gradually 
introduce tools for communication and teach how to use them, and 
the Communication Tools. 

Ideas for Adults

You may also want to check out the Adult Articles that provide 
practical ideas for using Compass software in everyday activities. 
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Communication Tools within the Stroke and Brain Injury Persona

Everyday we have conversations about Topics that are 

important to us - the weather, what’s for dinner or our families. 

Each Topic has a related Topic Picture and Topic Messages.  

You can communicate by pointing to things in the picture itself 

or by selecting a message. Use Topics to improve how you 

communicate about the things you say every single day.

Topics  
& Topic  
Messages

QuickFires are little words you can use in every Topic and 

environment. Use them to ask and answer questions, get 

attention, manage conversations or to be polite. Use them 

alone or in combination.

Quick 
Fires

The Rating Scale can be used by you and your communication 

partner to make conversation easier to understand. You can use 

it to share your opinion (“Great-OK-Bad”), or rate pain clearly 

(1-10). Your communication partner can use it to make what 

they say more clear as well.

Rating 
Scale

Word Lists are lists of words organized in categories. In each 

Topic, there are Word Lists related to that topic. You also have 

access to all Word Lists from the Toolbar. Word Lists can be 

customized by adding or deleting words and turning symbols 

on or off.

Word 
Lists

The Whiteboard is like a blank piece of paper that you write or 

draw on with your finger to help you communicate. Use it to 

write letters, numbers, or words or to draw pictures to show 

your communication partner. Your communication partner 

could use it to write or draw too. You can save your drawing 

or message to use in a future conversation.

Whiteboard
Use the Keyboard to communicate with a single letter to a full 

word. Your Keyboard may be Alphabetical, QWERTY or AEIOU 

format and have Word Prediction that will guess the words you 

might be typing based on the letters you enter.

Keyboard

Scripts are a series of messages that appear in order to help 

you communicate in situations that are important to you. Scripts 

can be used to tell stories, share information back and forth, 

and to practice, as a cue for what to say verbally. Every Topic 

has three scripts that you can use as is or edit, or you can add 

your own.

Scripts
Collages provide you with the ability to show several pictures 

or activities at one time. For example, you could have several  

pictures of yourself participating in activities you enjoy, or 

several pictures from a vacation to talk about the different 

places you visited during a trip. 

Collages

Communication Tools within the Stroke and Brain Injury Persona
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Communication Tools within the Stroke and Brain Injury Persona

What are System Levels? A step-by-step system designed to gradually introduce tools for communication and teach you how to use them. 
There are 5 levels and everyone starts at Level 1. You can progress through the levels at your own pace whether it takes a day, a month, or 
several months. It is a self-directed system so feel free to stop at the level where you are most comfortable.

LEVEL1
LEVEL2

LEVEL3
LEVEL4

LEVEL5

• Topics with 4  
elated Topic 
messages

• Whiteboard

• Rating Scale

• All tools in the  
previous levels

• Keyboards

• Word Lists

• All tools in the  
previous levels

• Collages

TIP #1 
Move on to the next System Level when 
you and your communication partners 
are using the tools in your current Level 
even if you still need some help or if you 
need or want more communication tools.

TIP #2 
At Level 2 and above, consider expanding 
the number of Topics and visible Topic 
Messages through the Topic Settings in 
the System Levels menu. 

• Additional Topic  
(swipe or scroll  
to view) 

• Whiteboard 
with save

• Rating Scale

• Scripts

• All tools in the  
previous levels

• HotSpots

• QuickFires
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